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Motivation for Quantum Gravity : Fundamental Forces

- There are four forces.
- Each is associated with force-carrying particles :

I Strong force : gluon
I Weak force : W boson, Z boson
I Electromagnetic force : photon
I Gravitational force : graviton (maybe)

�

The Standard Model describes all of them except the gravitational force.
�
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Road to String Theory : Standard Model & Gravity
- The Standard Model uses the discrete fields of

Quantum Mechanics, as required by Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle.

- SM is a paradigm of a quantum field theory.

Figure – PC : Michael Schirber Figure – Source : RibbarFarm

- Gravity is best described by Einstein’s Relativity,
which requires continuous fields.

�

Reconciliation of Quantum Field Theory and General Relativity is not a happy
marriage.

�



Candidates for QG

Following are the candidates that claim for the theory of quantum gravity (QG) :

- String Theory.

- Loop Quantum Gravity.

- Causal Set Theory.

(a) Quanta Magazine (b) PC : Lisa Glaser

Figure – ST (Right), LQG (Middle), & CST (Left)

�

Among these, string theory is the most promising theory in this quest.
�



String Theory : An Introduction

- String theory suggests that all the elementary particles are made up of one building
block : the string as opposed to zero-dimensional point particles.

- Different resonant frequencies of strings and it’s combinations correspond to different
particles and to different particle interactions respectively.

Figure – String Vibration Modes Figure – String Combinations

- Strings are on the order of the Planck length (10−35 m), or 1020 times smaller than the
diameter of an atomic nucleus.

Figure – Source : Einstein Online



Strings in Spacetime

- Open Strings : One open string mode is the photon.

- Closed Strings : One closed string mode is the graviton.

- Spacetime diagram :



Strings Dynamics - Action

Action of a Point Particle

- Action of a point-particle in terms of proper time :

SPP = −mc
∫ τf

τi

√
−ηµν

dxµ

dτ

dxν

dτ
dτ. (1)

Action of a String - The Polyakov Action

- Polyakov action :

SP = −T0

2

∫
d2σ

√
−det(gαβ)g

αβ∂αX µ∂βX νGµν. (2)

- Lowest string states :
I Open strings lead to gauge fields (and matter).

Aµ →
∫

dDx
√
−gtr(FµνF µν)

I Closed strings lead to gravity (and gravity-like physics)

gµν, ..→
∫

dDx
√
−gR + ...



Different Versions of String Theory

- Types of String Theory : Over the progress in this field, it has been classified into five
types :

Figure – Picture Credits : Quanta Magazines

- All five string theories are related and part of a single “theory" : M-theory.

- All five string theories are only consistent in 10 space-time dimensions.

- All five string theoris have world sheet supersymmetry thus lead to space-time super-
symmetry in 10 dimensions.



D-branes

- D-branes provide surfaces to which open strings attach to.

→ Dp brane is a brane which lives in p spatial dimension.

→ Split spacetime coordinates (xµ) into two groups : coordinates tangential to the brane
and the coordinates normal to the brane.

�

There are fields corresponding to each coordinate that live on the Dp-brane.
�



Parallel Dp-branes and Open Strings

- Open string interactions : For 2 parallel Dp-branes, we have four sectors resulting in
four massless gauge fields as shown below :

- D-branes interact as following :

Figure – Sectors of open strings Figure – D-branes interaction

- ⇒ For N coincident D-branes, we have N2 open string sectors massless gauge fields.
This is the content of a U(N) gauge field theory.



Phenomenology of String Theory : Dualilites

Duality : There are two sides to a coin, we only see one side at a time but every point on
one side of the coin implies something on the opposite : mapping of points (in a
mathematical language)

- A duality in physics is, roughly speaking, a relation of formal equivalence between dif-
ferent theories.

- Examples :
I Quantum Mechanics : Wave-Particle duality.
I Electricity & Magnetism : Gauss’ Law of electrostatics is dual of Coulomb’s Law of electrosta-

tics.

- Similarly, there are also some dualities in string theory which are :
I T-duality.
I AdS/CFT duality.
I Many more.

�

AdS/CFT duality (holography) would be our main concern for the remaining talk.
�



Anti de Sitter Space

- An Anti de Sitter space is a space that has a constant negative curvature :

R = − n
n− 2

Λ (3)

- Mathematical Definition :
I A Lorentzian space (+1,−1,−1, , ...,−1) mapped to a manifold ; Lobachevski

space (+1,−1,−1, ...,−1,+1).
I Lobachevski space is a solution to the vacuum Einstein Field equations with a cosmological

constant.

�

Since AdS space is a solution to the vacuum Einstein field equations (with a cos-
mological constant) which describe gravity. Hence, naivly speaking, AdS space
deals with the GRAVITY on a classical level in higher dimensions.

�



Conformal Field Theory

- Invariant under conformal transformations ; angles between the vectors invariant.

- CFT do not have a preferred scale.

- To study the conformal field theories, we must first study the conformal group. (e.g., in
Quantum Mechanics - Unitary transformation)

The Conformal Group

- A group of transformations under which the metric remains preserve up to an arbitrary
scale factor, gµν(x)→ Λ2(x)gµν(x).

- It includes not only the Poincaré group but the inversion symmetry xµ → xµ/x2 as well
[3].

- The conformal group of Minkowski space is generated by the Poincaré transformations
such as :

xµ → λxµ, (4)

- Generators of conformal transformations are :

(for translations) Pµ = −ι∂µ,

(for Lorentz rotations) Mµν = −(xµPν − xνPµ),

(for scaling transformations) D = −ιxµ∂µ,

(for special conformal transformations) Kµ = −2xµD + x2Pµ.

(5)



Duality : AdS/CFT Correspondence

- AdS/CFT correspondence involves a duality that is between two types of theories :
I Five-dimensional gravity (AdS manifold) in six dimensional spacetime dimensions. (e.g., 3D

sphere reside in 4 dimensions of spacetime, 2D circle reside in 3 dimensions of space etc.)
I Super Yang-Mills theory defined on the boundary.

Holographic Principle :
I The holographic principle comes out of the correspondence between these two theories be-

cause Yang-Mills theory, which is happening on the boundary, is equivalent to the gravitational
physics happening in the five-dimensional AdS geometry.

�

Yang-Mills theory can be colloquially thought of as a hologram on the boundary of
the real five-dimensional space where the five-dimensional gravitational physics is
taking place.

�



Emergence of Holography : Mathematical Approach

�

Correlation functions correspond to physical observables and govern the dynamics
of the theory. One can brainstorm about the dynamics of strongly coupled gauge
theories by performing calculations on the gravity side.

�
Mathematically it summed as :

Zgravity [Φ|∂AdS ] = e−N2SC [φ] × (Quantum Corrections) = ZCFT [φ] =

〈
e
∫

dd xφi
0(x)O

i (x)
〉
.

(6)

A quantum gravity system in a bulk ((d + 1)-dimensional spacetime) can be fully described
by the degrees of freedom living on the d-dimensional boundary of this spacetime. This is
the holographic principle.

Figure – Picture Credits : Michael Schirber



Conclusion
- String theory offers a tractableway to study strongly coupled gauge theories just by

studying weakly coupled bulk theory which is easy to understand, thus demonstrating
the power of the AdS/CFT conjecture.

- One can construct standard-like models, but there is not a single standard model from
string theory.

- Deriving a Super Standard Model with the right particle content and couplings from
string theory would be a major success.

Figure – Source : Wikipedia
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